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The EU-Russian Parliamentary Cooperation Committee (PCC) 12th meeting opened on 25 January 
2010 at 15h10 under the co-chairmanship of Mr Knut FLECKENSTEIN and Mr Andrey KLIMOV.

Mr FLECKENSTEIN welcomed all the participants and mentioned his pleasure in sharing the chair 
with Mr Andrey KLIMOV. He pointed out the delay in the planning of the PCC occurred because 
of the European Parliament elections in June 2009 and the nomination of the new European 
Commission. He mentioned that the PCC is still the best way to maintain a permanent dialogue 
between the European Union and Russia at the parliamentary level. This dialogue represents the 
interest of both countries and 640 millions persons. There is no better place than Parliaments to 
discuss and maintain a good level of relationship in order to improve the EU-Russia Partnership and 
to understand the different points of views. With the Lisbon Treaty, the European Parliament 
boosted its competencies in the field of the legislative activity, in front of the Council. Since the 
first PCA in 1997, the EU-Russian Partnership has changed in many ways. The new PCA should 
reflect the new competences. This new partnership should also be based on more trust and 
predictability. The Chairman also stressed his wish to have a positive and productive meeting. 

Mr KLIMOV started his presentation by mentioning the importance of the Lisbon Treaty for the 
European Union. The adoption of the Treaty changed the nature of the relations between Russia and 
the European Union. Mr Buzek would come to Russia soon, he said, and this visit would also 
reinforce the relations. For both sides, 2009 was complicate because of the Ukrainian gas crisis. But 
now the dialogue takes the relationship to a new level. Indeed, since the last Stockholm summit, the 
chances to cooperate seem better. A lot of subjects are up for discussion such as security, economy 
and humanitarian cooperation. The proposals of President Medvedev on energy and security have 
also to be discussed. The subject of civil society has to be discussed deeper. It is good to know that 
Russia already did enormous efforts to improve the freedom of civil society which has a positive 
impact on social and economical issues. Russia and the EU shouldn’t ignore how economic issues 
are impacted by the freedom of movement of people. In other words the question of visa free 
regime is capital and Russia is wondering why there are still such problems with Europe in this 
specific area. That is really a big goal to achieve together. Russia has already a visa free agreement 
with Israel. Why is it not possible to do the same with Europe? Russia is convinced that the reform 
of the visa regime will really be a positive development and an enormous stimulus for other issues 
such as economic development and the human rights situation, and Russia is already negotiating 
with several European countries in this respect. Russia wants also to understand more about the 
impact of the Lisbon Treaty on the future of the parliamentary dialogue.

Mr FLECKENSTEIN commented on Mr KLIMOV's proposal and referred to item 6 of the agenda,
where there would be an opportunity to discuss the Sakharov Award and other human rights issues, 
and agreed to have a PCC working group on these items in May in Perm where these points could
be considered more in depth.

The EP Co-Chairman thanked for the comments and suggested to move to the agenda of the 
meeting.

1. Adoption of the draft Agenda

The draft agenda of the 12th PCC was adopted.
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2. Adoption of the Minutes of the 11th EU-Russia PCC Meeting on 16-17 February 2009
    in Brussels

The minutes of the 11th PCC were adopted as tabled.

Joint debate on topics 3 and 5: The economy and trade relations - Russian accession to the 
WTO

Ambassador CHIZHOV gave his views on the state of play of EU-Russia economic and trade 
relations and their development over the last five years. He congratulated the new members of the 
Parliamentary Cooperation Committee. 2009 was a year of changes because of the European 
elections. He emphasised that 2010 would be the year of stronger partnership and cooperation. 
There are still a lot of questions to resolve regarding peace process in the Middle East or the 
approach towards the Iranian nuclear program, where both Russia and the EU cooperate. The main 
four pending and pressing concerns are: - to improve the mechanisms of cooperation in the field of 
energy and to create an EU-Russia Energy Union; – to introduce a visa free regime between the EU 
and Russia, according to the goals which had been fixed in the summit in Moscow in 2003, while, 
seven years later, there has not be any progress; - to develop a framework of cooperation for dealing 
with the financial and economic crisis; and, as fourth point, following the last summit in Stockholm, 
to develop more and more the EU-Russia Partnership for Modernization: this does not mean that 
one side should modernize the other; the idea would be to have a cooperation for a  mutual learning 
process with the purpose of modernization by exchanging the best practices in different areas.

Mr MINGARELLI thanked for the invitation. He underlined that the EU and Russia have very 
interdependent relations in many different areas, manly in security and energy. Regional crisis can 
only be resolved in good cooperation. As for the economic partnership, one has to keep in mind that 
the European Union is Russia's biggest investor and for this reason the EU hopes that Russia will 
join as soon as possible the WTO after so many years of negotiations. A second important point is 
the necessity to teach the Russian companies how to do business in the EU and this issue is directly 
linked to non-trade barriers and other issues is the energy field. The EU hopes that Russia will join 
the Energy Charter in order to reduce the risks of oil and gas transit problems. The last summit in 
Stockholm has indeed decided to launch a new Partnership for Modernization and this 
modernization should work both ways. He also underlined that the EU wants to help the Russian 
partners to make their business environment more transparent in order to attract investments. On the 
Iranian nuclear energy crisis, the EU and Russia need each other. Concerning Afghanistan and 
Pakistan, the experience and help of Russia seems to offer a very valuable contribution. Russia as a 
member of the Quartet would have to deal with these Middle-East issues. Concerning Georgia, the 
EU supports Georgian sovereignty and territorial integrity. About Transnistria, the EU position is 
the same. The EU has been pleased by the recent efforts of the Duma to improve the level of 
security. The EU welcomed that the State Duma had ratified protocol no. 14 of the European 
Convention of Human Rights of the Council of Europe. With regard to international crisis 
management, the EU and Russia have managed to work hand in hand in the peacekeeping mission 
in Chad and in the operation against piracy on the Somali coast.  

Mr MINGARELLI emphasised the need to conclude a new agreement and to build up a strategic 
partnership with new and ambitious projects. He stressed that, despite all the different views of the 
Members of the newly elected European Parliament, there would continue to be common 
denominators such as the respect of democracy, human rights and the rule of law. The EU-Russia
partnership could be very strong if the same values and goals would be shared. The European 
Parliament resolution adopted in 2009 had listed the desirable content of the new agreement. He 
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also mentioned that the economic and financial crisis had provided a new awareness of common 
interdependence. The parliamentary dimension would be very important in the future of EU-Russia 
relations. He finished with two remarks: the EU-Russia partnership is underestimated with regard to 
its importance in the framework of global development and, secondly, 2009 was the 20th birthday 
of the end of the cold war but also the beginning of a new cooperation era which would continue,
hopefully.

Mr LIKHACHEV noted that already seven rounds of negotiations had been conducted on the 
conclusion of a PCA, and that there were more scheduled ahead. Therefore he proposed to the PCC 
to create an ad-hoc working group composed of three or four members on each side, in order to 
identify and overcome the problems in the process of negotiation for the new PCA. As second point
he said that today's negotiation process should already take into account the implementation stage. 
The harmonization of the legal systems would bring along a very important step in order to 
overcome the obstacles in the process of negotiation for the new agreement. He also proposed that,
with respect to the 65th anniversary of the end of World War II and the 65th anniversary of the 
creation of the UN, a statement expressing the joint EP-Russian Parliament attitude on the occasion 
of these anniversaries should be initiated.  

Mr OLEYNIC proposed that the Northern Dimension should be included into the agenda of future 
meetings. He welcomed the idea of creating of an ad-hoc group of the PCC for this topic. This ad-
hoc group could work on issues related to the Northern Dimension and then report to the PCC.

The Chairman welcomed these numerous suggestions and announced that he would report them to 
the bureau for consideration. 

Ambassador CHIZHOV, discussing on the structure of the future agreement, proposed to introduce 
a special Article dedicated to Parliamentary Cooperation EU-Russia.

Mr MINGARELLI stressed that the Energy Charter review process should start. Both Russian and 
European experts apparently cooperate in the sub committee to improve the customs cooperation.  
Concerning Afghanistan, the European Union wants to establish stability in the country and would 
need Russian expertise to achieve this.

Mr MIGALSKY addressed a question to the Ambassador concerning the 6 Points Plan between 
President Sarkozy and President Medvedev, which had been signed at the close of the Russia-
Georgia war of summer 2008, and requested to include this issue into the agenda of the next PCC.

The discussion moved to the accession of Russia to the WTO.

Ms HARDEMAN reminded that the EU was the first trade partner and investor in Russia, and that 
therefore Russian accession to the WTO represents a common interest for Russia and the EU. The 
EU has been actively supportive of this accession, but the EU has the impression that Russia wants 
to slow down the implementation of the Customs Union. The EU continued to encourage Russia to 
come back to the negotiations table. The EU-Russian trade cooperation is increasing healthy, but 
still with a lot of problematic issues such as the unfair competition faced by foreign investors 
investing in Russia. Furthermore, the EU sanitary standards are still not respected by Russia. She 
also mentioned that the citizens can experience in their daily life that the EU-Russia partnership is 
important.

Mr SCHULZ stressed that the EU is the main trade partner of Russia. Russia provides energy to the 
EU and the EU provides industrial technology to Russia. But now the Russian economy needs to be 
diversified. He also mentioned that trade between Russia and the EU had decreased by 40% in the 
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context of the crisis. It is the role of parliamentarians to encourage the exchange of technology and 
best practices. This trade relation should not be considered as interdependent but more like a mutual 
benefit relation for all European Union and Russian citizens. He also emphasised some issues which 
still hamper the trade relationship. Some new European Union member states still try to reduce the 
accessibility of the Russian market and the flow of Russian products to the European Union market. 
Partnership for Modernization means also to increase the number of innovative projects and 
methods to support them. 

Mr SELEZNEV recommended a stronger relationship between Russia and the EU as the best 
guarantee for better trade relations. The projects already mentioned to make the trade relation more 
efficient are very good but now it is important to make a concrete step. Russia should also think 
about its gas market in parallel with countries of the Pacific region (China). The EU should consider 
reducing its barriers against Russian goods. 

Mr SCHULZ mentioned that the quality of the trade relation is of primary importance for Russia,
whereas the EU wants security and European investors want insurance of that. Why would Russian
authorities not show more enthusiasm towards accession to the WTO? 

Mr GORBUNOV referred to Russia's participation in the Green Exhibition in Berlin. Exports from 
the European Union to the Russian market have increased, unfortunately countries such as Ukraine 
still criticise Russia in many ways, and that could be one of the reasons why Russia still meets 
problems in its accession to the WTO. Ukrainian representatives at the WTO are not in favour of it. 
During the Green Exhibition in Berlin, Russia showed its openness to dialogue. He also underlined 
that another problem is the fact that European Union goods export to Russia do not always respect   
Russian trade standards. More than 400 cases have been reported during 2009. 

Mr FLECKENSTEIN stressed that the European Union was not against the accession of Russia to 
the WTO, but the opposite was true. 

Mr ZHELEZNYAK stressed that a lot of contradictory remarks had been done during the debate. 
The Russian government had considered that, in the context of the crisis, it was maybe better not to 
rush with accession to the WTO. But there was also another problem; there was a lack of balance in 
general in the Russian economy. The accession of Russia to the WTO is one of the main priorities 
but not the most important. WTO accession would be possible only taking into account some
Russian requirements such as the respect for the other members of the Custom Union. Russia is not 
against the accession to the WTO but everything has to be balanced in accordance with economic
considerations of importance for the Russian partners. All these conditions have been already 
discussed in the meeting in Geneva. 

Mr DRAGANOV mentioned that the European Union and other members of the WTO did not have
a coherent position and that consequently the accession to the WTO was becoming more 
complicated. Russia would need more time. He cited the Rome Treaty, which took forty years 
before being concretely implemented. But certainly it would be in the interest of Russia to move 
towards the achievement of international standards.

Mr KURSKI underlined that the Russian economy needed to become more diversified. He 
mentioned that, for the EU, the main interest was to see Russia finally as a member of the WTO. He
mentioned that Russia seemed to be very suspicious about the accession. He underlined that the EU 
interest was to have a win-win partnership with Russia, which would present advantages for both 
sides. The European Union is transparent and tries to establish non-discriminatory relations with its 
partners. He concluded by mentioning that it was important to see the EU-Russia partnership as a 
mutual benefit partnership.
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Ms HARDEMAN underlined that the accession of Russia to the WTO was a subject of common 
interest. Any initiative in this regard should be encouraged. There had been an important message 
by the Russian President that the accession to the WTO was a priority. Now it was very important 
that actual discussions in Geneva on Russian accession get started. The development of the customs 
union with Belarus and Kazakhstan was indeed a positive sign, but it should not slow down Russian 
accession to the WTO. Regarding the EU-Russia trade relations, she pointed at the fact that the 
recent customs union concluded by Russia with Belarus and Kazakhstan, which foresees the 
establishment of common customs duties, has increased the customs payment and hopefully this 
negative aspect would not have a negative effect  on EU-Russia trade. 

Mr FLECKENSTEIN suggested organising three working groups for the second working session 
of the PCC. He adjourned the meeting at 18h30 after thanking his Co-Chair and all the other
participants. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

The meeting resumed on 26 January 2010 at 15h10 with the co-chairman Mr KLIMOV in the chair. 
He welcomed all the participants and mentioned that the meeting would start with questions and 
remarks of the Russian delegation Members about WTO accession and would be followed by a 
presentation of Mr DUFF, MEP, on the impact of the Lisbon Treaty on the relations with 3rd 
countries and then by the items mentioned in the Agenda of the PCC.

Mr MIRSKY mentioned that the question of Southern Ossetia was still pending. He asked where 
the European Union subsidies and funds (for the region) had been allocated. He raised the question 
of the legitimacy of the Memorial Foundation. He stated that, if the EP had awarded Memorial with 
the Sakharov Prize in December 2009, it meant that the EP found Russian MPs illegitimate, since 
illegitimacy of the Russian Parliament was a crucial point for Memorial.

Mr KLIMOV noted that the problems linked with the WTO accession of Russia were more of a 
political character than of a technical one since Russia had been fulfilling all the necessary criteria
and negotiating since 1993.

Presentation of Mr. DUFF, MEP, on the impact of the Lisbon Treaty on the EU relations with 
third countries

Mr DUFF made a presentation regarding the impact of the Lisbon Treaty on the EU and its relations 
with the third countries. He drew the attention of participants to three significant effects of the 
Treaty. First, the powers of the European Parliament had seriously grown, budgetary power had
increased. Mr Duff mentioned that the legislative power had spread to the entire spectrum of policy 
areas and, concerning the power of scrutiny, the power to elect the Commission was maybe the 
most meaningful. He noted that, by now, in order for the EU to be able to conclude agreements with 
foreign countries on trade and on political issues, the consent of the Parliament was required: this
also included the treaties on climate change. As second achievement, there was a new competence 
across the former third pillar which included justice and interior policies. It was mentioned in the 
presentation that, according to the Lisbon Treaty, this area embraced asylum and migration issues, 
cooperation between the EU Member States police services and judicial authorities to fight 
international organized crime; the Lisbon Treaty had also extended the EP competence in the field 
of family law. The importance of the Charter of Fundamental Rights which had now become 
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binding for the parties involved was stressed by Mr Duff. The European Security and Defence 
Policy was mentioned as the third important area of changes according to the Lisbon Treaty:
however, this dimension was not affecting the European Parliament to the extent it was affecting 
the European Commission and the European Council. Mr Duff underlined that the Lisbon Treaty 
had created the Permanent President of the European Council, who would chair the Council of 
Heads of State or Government and would be accompanied by the President of the Commission to
each summit with third countries. It was also mentioned in the presentation that another important
change in the foreign and security policy of the EU concerned the Vice-President of the 
Commission/High Representative, who was responsible for foreign and security policy, with 
significantly increased powers  including the power to chair the Council of Foreign Affairs 
Ministers. Mr Duff stressed that the Lisbon Treaty had brought a significant change to the 
representation of the EU abroad, since previously divided delegations, one representing the rotating 
presidency in office  of the Council and another the European Commission, would be by now 
united into one office, the Delegation of the European Union to the foreign country concerned.      

4. Energy security 

Mr OBYSOV observed that the development of nuclear energy was one of the most important 
aspects in the development of Russia’s economy. While providing details on the operation of 
nuclear power, he also provided information regarding the significant increase of productivity. He 
then discussed the issues regarding the wide development of nuclear energy and identified the 
problems which created barriers and also talked specifically about Russian new technologies in that
respect. He provided some information regarding a recently adopted project on the future 
technology of nuclear energy. He referred to the cooperation with the EU on nuclear science and 
technology. The main areas of cooperation were those on safety issues. He proposed to enter into a
new phase of cooperation with the EU. Regarding the distribution of nuclear materials, in his view 
EU-Russia relations should be based on equal partnership. This should exclude barriers and quotas. 
In this respect he underlined the barriers faced by the EU. He affirmed that Russia was ready for 
cooperation. When considering Russia’s position on the matter, he noted that the problems Russia 
was facing at the moment were resolvable.  

Mr MERNIER, representative of the Energy Charter Treaty, mentioned few points which seemed to 
be of a significant importance for the EU and also a few actions taken regarding these priorities. He 
noted that the EU was aware that mutual trust had to be rebuilt, especially in the context of the 
global economic and financial crisis; a legal framework had to be implemented in the context of a 
new EU-Russia agreement. Concerning the Charter, it was really important that the basic values of 
the existing Charter be reflected in the new agreement. The EC was continuing to discuss issues 
concerning the EU-Russia energy dialogue and it was the task of the EC to take action. Mr. Mernier 
stressed that the Gas and Oil coordination groups were paying a special attention to establish a 
permanent dialogue between the producing countries and the transit ones. He called for the
establishment of emergency plans and security standards. He appreciated the role the EC was 
playing to improve energy efficiency and mentioned as well that the EC would try to reinforce the 
cooperation already existing in the area.

Mr DRAGANOV expressed his gratitude to the speakers. He mentioned that, regarding the energy 
infrastructure, it was important to discuss which were the most profitable (e.g. pipelines or other) 
projects. He questioned the ability of the European energy infrastructure to meet the increased 
demands in case, for example, of cold winters. He also noted that, jointly with European partners,
Russian companies were successfully implementing the North Stream and South Stream projects. 
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Mr SCHULZ claimed that nuclear energy was not sustainable and was creating new threats (e.g. 
terrorism).

Mr GORBUNOV mentioned that the issue had been already discussed many times and it was 
slowly moving from the political level to the practical one. He said that everyone had his own 
interpretation on how to resolve the energy supply problem and time had come to listen to the 
opinions of partners. He also spoke about corruption in gas supply (Ukraine was mentioned). He 
warned the participants about the possibility that Ukraine would not provide guarantees on the fact 
that disruption of natural gas supply to the EU would not happen again. Mr. Gorbunov observed 
that it was not only the EU to depend on Russia in the sphere of energy supply, but also Russia 
depended heavily on import of food products from the EU (40% of all food in Russia was imported 
from the EU). He concluded by saying that Russia and the EU had to move forward, in practical 
terms, in their relations.

Mr MIGALSKI asked a question to Mr MERNIER. He disagreed about the argument that the high 
number of gas transit projects was a guarantee for the EU energy security because, all considered,
transit pipelines were transiting natural gas from one source country only. Mr Migalski asked Mr
Obysov whether the Russian Federation (GAZPROM) had enough resources for investments in the 
modernisation of the infrastructure in order to ensure a permanent gas supply to the EU.

Mr OBYSOV answered the question directly mentioning that Russia had enough gas, sufficient
funds and technology to meet its obligations towards the EU market. He also emphasised that 
Russia had certain concerns and wanted to be sure that there were no artificial barriers between the
Russian and the EU markets. The fact that new pipelines were currently under construction was 
highlighted by Mr. Obysov as a positive element.  

Ms HAUTALA, regarding the North Stream project, noted that the parties involved in such large 
scale projects had to be members of international organisations and to fulfil the provisions of the 
relevant conventions, which was not always the case of Russia.

Mr BALCZO supported the opinion of Mr SHULZ, however he noted that, for the time being it was 
impossible to give up nuclear energy. He mentioned that it was important to work on the safe 
application of the nuclear energy and that technologies had to be improved.

Mr ZELLER commented that some EU Member States were in favour of the North Stream project.

Mr KLIMOV explained that Russia had presented a new proposal concerning the Energy Charter
since the current Charter was no longer efficient (the last gas crisis in Ukraine had given evidence 
of this). Mr Klimov mentioned that Russia wanted to propose a new legal framework for 
cooperation that would include the following ideas: non-discrimination for the access to the energy 
market and to new technologies, sovereignty of the Parties in their decision-making, transparency of 
the behaviour of all the actors on the energy market. The official Russian position was that a new 
legal framework was necessary; due to inappropriateness of the current version of the Energy 
Charter Treaty, Russia had decided not to adhere to it and had  not signed the protocol on transit
either.

Mr MERNIER underlined that diversification was vital for the security of all the actors in any
energy partnership. He mentioned that diversification was of a vital interest also because two thirds
of the gas transit towards the EU countries was done via Ukraine and the recent crisis had showed 
how risky the situation was. He analysed the Energy Charter as a universal and multilateral treaty, 
however agreed that the energy market had changed, and, consequently, that Russian attitude was 
reasonable. Mr.Mernier concluded that the Energy Charter had to be updated.
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Mr OBYSOV stressed that nuclear energy was a reliable option to have an alternative. He 
mentioned that scientists were working on projects to use uranium more efficiently in nuclear 
power plants.

Mr CARLSSON, representing the European Commission, mentioned that the North Stream Project 
was considered as the main priority, unlike the South Stream. He stressed that the Commission 
wanted to ensure that all the standards (e.g. environmental standards in transit) would be respected. 
He also mentioned that the proposal of the Russian authorities to draft a new charter was interesting 
but that it contained several points which were already present in the current Energy Charter.

6. The European Parliament Sakharov Award and its perception in the Russian Federation

Mr SCHULZ stressed the importance of the human rights issues and excluded the idea of 
renouncing to consider those issues. He considered it appropriate to have a detailed discussion. He 
also clarified the issue of the Sakharov Award and noted that there was a need, in the Russian 
society, to discuss the meaning of that Award. He concluded by saying that the Award was of a 
significant importance.

Several MEPs addressed questions to the Members of the Russian Delegation about their perception 
of the Sakharov Prize and its winner (the Memorial NGO), about the illegal detention of one of the 
members of Memorial and finally about the general state of human rights in Russia. 

It was mentioned as well that human rights were not always respected in the EU.

Mr DRAGANOV stressed the daily struggle of the Duma to deal with the issues related to human 
rights abuses. Nevertheless, he underlined that NGOs, even if their work deserved respect, should
not take an active part in politics, unless they would respect the official national institutions. 

The Russian Delegation Members fully agreed on that Sakharov represented a cultural heritage for 
Russia and for all countries of the world; they also said that they did not consider it to be in their 
power to interfere in the internal affairs of the EP.

Some MEPs raised questions on the murder of many political opponents in Russia in the last period 
of time.

The Russian Delegation answered that the Russian judicial system was for the moment totally 
involved in reforms which would dramatically change the conditions of jail detention, trials and the 
punishment system in general.

As a conclusion, the importance for the European Union and for Russia to deal together with human 
rights issues was stressed.

7. Confirmation of Working Groups 

The Chair informed the participants that the PCC Bureau had proposed to set up three working 
groups:

1. Working Group on Common European Identity, Academic and Research Exchanges and Cultural
cooperation;
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2. Working Group on Civil Society, Democracy and Human Rights;
3. Working Group on Common Security Strategy (in coordination, if possible, with the US 
delegation of the EP).

The PCC approved the establishment of the three Working Groups as proposed.

8. Any other business

None.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

The meeting was closed at 18h05.
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Chairman/Por invitación del presidente/Sur l'invitation du président/Su invito del presidente/Op uitnodiging van de 
voorzitter/A convite do presidente/Puhemiehen kutsusta/På ordförandens inbjudan:

CHIZHOV, Permanent Representative of the Russian Federation to the European Union

Radet/Rat/Συμβoύλιo/Council/Consejo/Conseil/Consiglio/Raad/Conselho/Neuvosto/Rådet: (*)

Kommissionen/Kommission/Επιτρoπή/Commission/Comisión/Commissione/Commissie/Commissão/Komissio/Kommission
en: (*)
MINGARELLI, HARDEMAN, CARLSSON

Andre deltagere/Andere Teilnehmer
Επίσης Παρόvτες/Also present
Otros participantes/Autres participants/Altri 
partecipanti
Andere aanwezigen/Outros participantes
Muut osallistujat/Övriga deltagare

REVENKO, OLISOV (Russian Mission)

MERNIER, Secretary General of the Energy Charter Secretariat 

Gruppernes sekretariat     
Sekretariat der Fraktionen
Γραμματεία τωv Πoλ. 
Ομάδωv
Secretariat political groups
Secr. de los grupos politicos
Secr. Groupes politiques
Segr. Dei gruppi politici
Secr. Van de fracties
Secr. Dos grupos politicos
Puolueryhmien sihteeristö
Gruppernas sekretariat

PPE-DE
P&S
ALDE
Verts/ALE
ECR
GUE/NGL
EFD
NI

WYNANDS
MATEI
SOSKIC
BERGAMSCHI
GRABCZEWSKI, DANECKI
RAECK

SALAGNAC

Cab. du Président

Cab. du Secrétaire Général

Generaldirektorat
Generaldirektion
Γεvική Διεύθυvση
Directorate-General
Dirección general
Direction générale
Direzione generale
Directoraat-generaal
Direcção general
Contrôle financier
Service juridique
Pääosasto
Generaldirektorat

I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII

STOKELJ, MAZZI-ZISSIS, HARRIS, KIRSCH

Udvalgssekretariatet
Ausschußsekretariat
Γραμματεία επιτρoπής
Committee secretariat
Secretaria de la comisión
Secrétariat de la commission
Segretariato della commissione
Commissiesecretariaat
Secretaria de comissão
Valiokunnan sihteeristö
Utskottssekretariatet

PFITZNER

Assist./Βoηθός SIEGISMUND

*(P)= Formand/Pres./Πρόεδρoς/Chairman/Président/Voorzitter/Puhemies/Ordförande
(VP)= Næstform./Vize-Pres./Αvτιπρόεδρoς/Vice-Chairman/Vice-Président/Ondervoorz./Vice-pres/Varapuhemies/Vice 
ordförande.
(M) = Medlem./Mitglied/Μέλoς/Member/Miembro/Membre/Membro/Lid/Membro/Jäsen/Ledamot
(F) =Tjenestemand/Beamter/Υπάλληλoς/Official/Funcionario/Fonctionnaire/Funzionario/Ambtenaar/Functionário/

Virkamies/Tjänsteman
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ANNEXE II
12th EU-RUSSIA PARLIAMENTARY COOPERATION COMMITTEE MEETING

List of the Russian Delegation 

State Duma Members:
Name Faction Position

1. Mr Andrey KLIMOV 
PCC CO-CHAIR 

United Russia Deputy Head of Committee on Foreign Affairs

2. Mr Valery DRAGANOV United Russia First Deputy Head of Committee on Industry

3. Mr Valery SELEZNEV Liberal-Democratic
Party 

Member of Committee on Foreign Affairs

4. Mr Sergey ZHELEZNYAK United Russia Member of Committee on Economic Policy and Enterprise

5. Mr Viktor ZVAGELSKY United Russia Member of Committee on Economic Policy and Enterprise

Accompanying Persons:
6. Mr Gleb RESHETNIKOV Sector Head, International Cooperation Department, State Duma

7. Mrs Evgenia KISTENEVA Assistant to Mr Klimov

Federation Council Members:
Name Region Position

8. Mr Gennady GORBUNOV Astrakhan Region Head of Committee on Agrarian Policy and Fisheries

9. Mr Vassily LIKHACHEV Ingushetia Republic Deputy Head of Foreign Affairs Committee

10. Mr Gennady OLEYNIK Khanty-Mansy 
Autonomous 
District

Head of Committee on Northern Dimension Policy and 
Scanty Nationalities 

11. Mrs Valentina PETRENKO Khakassia Republic Head of Committee on Social Policy and Health Protection

12. Mr Jury SMIRNOV Ivanovo Region First Deputy Head of Committee on Youth Policy & 
Sports

Accompanying Persons:
13. Mr Maxim TOKAREV Adviser of Committee on Foreign Affairs, Federation Council

14. Mrs Natalya REZNIK Adviser of Committee on Foreign Affairs, Federation Council

Ministry of foreign affairs:
15. Mr. Mikhail EVDOKIMOV Deputy director, European cooperation department

16. Ms. Elena ANTIPOVA Third secretary, European cooperation department

Mission of Russia to the European communities:
17 H.E. Mr. Vladimir CHIZHOV Ambassador, Permanent Representative of the Russian Federation to the 

European Communities
18. Mr. Nikolay REVENKO Deputy Permanent Representative, Permanent Mission of the Russian Federation 

to the European Communities
19. Mr. Dmitry OLISOV Third secretary, Permanent Mission of the Russian Federation to the European 

Communities
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